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1. The table includes bicycle master plans that were approved by cities in Los
Angeles County between October 2001 and October 2011.
2. Costs in this table do not include bikeway maintenance or planning.
3. If a plan divided projects into priorities or tiers, only the highest priority
projects were counted in plan costs. Unless otherwise specified, the
timeframe for building priority projects (or for building all projects in a plan
with no priorities identified) was assumed to be a five year period.
4. If a plan included projects that were designed to enhance a light rail or train
station, the costs of these projects was not included, since costs for transit
oriented districts are estimated elsewhere. Burbank had TOD costs
deducted.
5. Calabasas is a 3 year plan (2009-2011).
6. LA City 5 year costs (overall plan costs) were calculated by dividing the
entire number of bikeway miles to be built during the 35 year plan by 7 to
get miles built in a five year period. The low and high estimates of costs
per mile were applied to the five year miles to get a range. The low and
high ends of the range were then averaged; that is the number reported in
the table above.
7. West Hollywood only includes "short term" projects, which were designated
for completion during a 3 year period.
8. Cost per Year in 2011 dollars converts the costs of plans developed
between 2001 and 2010 into 2011 dollars.
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1. Close-the-gap projects are taken from LA County Metro's 2006 Bikeway
Master Plan
2. Length of close-the-gap projects and type of bikeway needed (class I, class
II, class III) were provided by Metro.
3. When a city's bicycle master plan included all or part of a close-the-gap
project the length of the city's close-the-gap project was deducted from the
length of the close-the-gap project to avoid duplication. The following cities
had projects partially or completely deducted: Burbank (one project), Los
Angeles(two projects), Long Beach (one project), Whittier (one project).
4. Cost for close-the-gaps projects were calculated by applying per mile cost
estimates to the the project length using an average of the high and low
estimates found for each bikeway type in the City of LA Bike Master Plan
(2010).
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1) Existing and proposed bikeway mileage provided by SCAG using 2008
numbers; this does not include proposed miles from city bike master plans
developed after that year.
2) Annual maintenance costs for different classes of bikeways taken from LA
City's 2010 Bicycle Plan
3) Close-the-gap projects are not included in these maintenance costs.
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1. The table includes pedestrian master plans that were approved by cities in
Los Angeles County between October 2001 and October 2011, with the
exception of Pasadena, which was excluded because of per capita cost
estimates which were much greater than those found in other cities.
2. Costs in this table do not include maintenance or planning.
3. If a plan divided projects into priorities or tiers, only the highest priority
projects were counted in plan costs. Unless otherwise specified, the
timeframe for building priority projects (or for building all projects in a plan
with no priorities identified) was assumed to be a five year period.
4. If a plan included projects that were designed to enhance a light rail or train
station, the costs of these projects was not included, since costs for transit
oriented districts are estimated elsewhere. Santa Clarita & Pasadena had
TOD costs deducted.
5. West Hollywood's pedestrian master plan only includes "short term"
projects, which were designated for completion during a 3 year period.
6. Cost per year in 2011 dollars converts the costs of earlier plans into 2011
dollars.
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1. The costs per capita were calculated based on data about 4,600 miles of
sidewalks in the City of LA in need of repair for a total cost of $1.2 billion,
as presented in the journal article by Donald Shoup: "Putting Cities Back on
Their Feet", Journal of Urban Planning and Development, Sept. 2010, p.
225 (accessed at:
http://shoup.bol.ucla.edu/PuttingCitiesBackOnTheirFeet.pdf)
2. A 10-year period for fixing sidewalks was assumed to calculate the annual
cost

3. This methodology could lead to: a) an underestimate because it does not
include the costs of building new sidewalks - only repair; b) an
overestimate because it's based on cost of repair in City of LA and newer
cities in the SCAG region may have lower costs for sidewalk repair.
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1. Costs were calculated based on the awards made by Caltrans for SRTS
projects in cycle 9, announced in 2010.
2. Total number of schools includes all public elementary, middle and high
schools, obtained from the LA County Office of Education.
3. Total number of schools does not include private schools
4. A 5-year period for implementing SRTS projects was assumed to calculate
the annual cost
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1. Information on number of existing & planned rail stations provided by
SCAG.
2. Cost data was obtained from the report, "The Central Corridor TOD
Investment Framework: A Corridor Implementation Strategy," 2010,
supported by the Central Corridor Funders Collaborative and led by the
Center for Transit-Oriented Development, Bonestroo and Springsted.
Accessible at:
www.funderscollaborative.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Central_Corridor_Inve
stment_Framework_report.pdf
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1. Percents calculated using SCAG’s $524 billion budget.
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